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Main focus of activity: 

 To think about how interlinked our lives are with technology 

Learning objectives: 

 To understand the historical place in terms of time of the advent of computers on mainstream 
society. 

 To understand the implications of different technological advances on society of the time and 
see their relevance today. 

 To record a typical day in diary form with reference to impact of technology on activities 

undertaken.  

Links to curriculum aims:   

 History: gain historical perspective by placing their growing knowledge into different contexts, 
understanding the connections between local, regional, national and international history; 
between cultural, economic, military, political, religious and social history; and between short- 
and long-term timescales.  

 Science: be equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and 
implications of science, today and for the future.  

 Computing: understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide 
multiple services, such as the world-wide web; and the opportunities they offer for 
communication and collaboration.  

 Mathematics: Through data collection and presentation reason mathematically by following a 
line of enquiry, conjecturing relationships and generalisations, and developing an argument, 
justification or proof using mathematical language. 

 Literacy: use discussion in order to learn; they should be able to elaborate and explain clearly 
their understanding and ideas  

 
Activity outline: Discussion and Background 

What is a computer? Explore what the children think by the term computer.   

 Where do we find them? 
 What do we use them for?  
 How long have they been around? 
 How do they work? 
 How were things different before computers? 
 

Children to write a definition based on what they believe constitutes a computer from the discussions – 
can be done individually, paired or in groups following discussion. 
 
 Look at definitions of a computer from various sources – dictionary, ‘A World of Computers’ page from 
this resource, Wikipedia etc. Decide on the class choice of best definition, it should include reference to: 
‘a device for storing and processing data, usually electronic.’  
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Main Part of Lesson: 

Teaching and Learning: 
Think about the typical day – possibly choose the day before. Or this could be given as a homework activity.  
Without the computer, how would the day be different? Discuss what the world would look like if we didn’t have 
computers and how we take them for granted. 
Write out a diary of a typical day in the children’s lives and all the things they do.  – discuss table that could be used 
and what information it needs to contain if we want to evaluate the impact of a computer on the activity.  
Make a note of all of the things they do that use a computer (either directly or indirectly), from the computer 
programmed to wake you with the alarm clock (in a radio or on a mobile phone) to the bar code scanner in the 
shop where they buy their snack on the way to school or the traffic lights that help the busses run on time and get 
them to school. 
Do an example together based on the teacher’s day. 
  
Plenary: 

 Look at a completed table (a child’s or teacher’s example). 

 Make statements based on the data – e.g. percentage of day that is affected by technology. How 
much of the day would take longer etc.  

 
Possible Extension/independent  or homework learning activity: 

 Research the ‘Antikythera Mechanism’ from 1st Century BC (thought to be the world’s first 
analogue computer - not digital. Does it fit our definition of a computer – why? 

 Interview family member (older) about their typical day from when they were children. 
Complete the diary table for them for a typical day from their childhood. How is it different? 
Think about how much technology has evolved and become part of their lives compared to 
parents of grandparents. (Note: if family member grew up in a different country think about 
impact that may have on presence of technology – developing/developed nations) 

 
Resources: 

 Example recording table for diary:  03 – A World of Computers - Activity - Diary Table 

 Position around the classroom, or have a display area, of real items, pictures and print adverts of the 
following items to help give the topic context: 

 

- First computers: Collosus, Harwell Dekatron, Elliot, IBM, etc.  
- Old personal computers: ZX Spectrum, Amstrad CPC464, Commodore Vic 20 and Amiga, word processor, 

Apple, BBC Acorn etc.  
- Old games consoles: Atari 2600, Gameboy, Sega Megadrive, Nintendo, Playstaion 1 etc.  
- Handheld electronic games: Donkey Kong etc. 
-  Mobile phones: from original ‘brick’ phones with the portable power supply, through smaller phones, up 

to the advent of the ‘smartphone’ 
- Calculating machines - first computers, first personal calculators, calculators of today 
- Radios - valve radios, through first transistor radios of 50s and 60s, to mini radios of the 80s and 90s, to 

the digital radios of today. 
- Gramaphones, record players, cassette players, minidisc players, CD players, mp3 players 

 


